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Late Holocene deflation of beach deposits Skagen Odde, 
Denmark 

LARS B. CLEMMENSE & CHRl TIA DERSEN 

kagen Odde i one of the largest spits in the world. 
lcs growth began around 7000 BP after the culmination 
of the Early AtJanti cransgre ,_ ion (Peter en 199 l ). 
and the spit has now reached a length of more than 30 
km. Owing to regional i o tati rebound the . outh
ernmost and initial part of the pie trandline deposit 
now occurs up to 13 m above seal vel (Peter en 1991. 
Hauerbach 1992). The west coa I of Skagen Odde i 

pres ntl_ receding and after trong storm excellent 
. ection f the spit deposits are available. These sec
tions indicate that rhe spit depo'it are composed of: 
marine mud (base), sandy and gravelly. horeface and 
b ach depo its. peat (th so-called Ma110r . cf. Peter-
en 1991 , and aeolian depo it (top). 

Hauerbach (1992) noted the occurrenc of a rather 
continuou stone horizon in cliff ections at the we l 

Fig. I. Section of spit dep its, coa ta! cliff south of H 1en, Skagen Odde. Note the prominent tone horizon arrow) that 
separate lowermost shorefacc and beacb deposits of pebbly and and gravel fr rn upperrno t dune depo·it: of well
$0rted and. The wne horizon i. interpreted a a deflation lag and mo t likely formed during the Little fee Age, when 
ever wind erosion and and drift IOok place. Pan of the deflation plain. which can be een to the lefr. was later overlain 

by dunes. The stone horizon occurs c. 5 m above sea l vel. 
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coast of Skagen Odde. This horizon was interpreted 
as a storm-generated beach and closely associated 
stone flat deposit, and the elevation of the raised stone 
horizon was therefore used to calculate the amount of 
isostatic rebound during spit formation (cf. Petersen 
1991, Hauerbach 1992) and to construct a Holocene 
water depth curve for the area (Conradsen & Heier
Nielsen 1995). 

In connection with reconnaissance field work on 
Skagen Odde in 1996 and 1997 several stone layers 
in the cliff sections were observed. The uppermost 
stone layer is very prominent (Fig. 1) and should in 
most cases be viewed as a wind-formed lag deposit 
(cf. Jessen 1899). This stone horizon is flat to weakly 
undulatory; it is composed of rather closely packed 
stones of pebble and cobble size and has a typical 
thickness of 5 to 10 cm. The stones, however, frequent
ly cover most of the underlying slope giving the false 
impression that the stone layer is much thicker. The 
stone horizon is directly associated with wind gaps or 
larger deflation plains in the overlying aeolian land
scape (Fig. 1). The largest of these wind-formed plains 
forms Rabjerg Stene. The stone covered surfaces of 
these plains have all the characteristics of classic wind
formed stone pavements. In cliff sections the stone 
layer typically disappears at the margins of the wind 
gaps, and it is replaced laterally by pebbly beach sand 
overlain by the Mart0rv (Fig. 2). At many places, 
however, the wind gaps are partly filled with modem 
dunes (Figs 1-2). The upper level of the sandy beach 
deposits is up to 2-3 m higher than the level of the 
laterally adjacent stone horizon (Fig. 2). This shift 
between well-preserved beach successions and wind
eroded beach successions is repeated in the cliff 
exposures. The true maximum height of the raised 
beach deposits can only be measured at places where 
the peat layer occurs (Fig. 2). If data are used from 
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Fig. 2. Generalized coastal 
morphology and spit 
stratigraphy, coastal cliff north 
of Kandestederne, Skagen 
Odde. Beach and shoreface 
deposits overlain by the 
Mart!llrv are laterally replaced 
by wind-eroded marine 
deposits capped by a deflation 
lag (stone pavement). Dunes 
locally overlie the stone 
pavement. 1: Mart!llrv, 2: 
Deflation lag, 3: Beach and 
shoreface sand with scattered 
pebbles. 

locations with eroded beach deposits, inferred beach 
levels will be too low. It is suggested that the deflation 
of the beach sediments and the formation of the stone 
pavements primarily took place in connection with 
the disastrous aeolian sand drift during the Little Ice 
Age (c. 1350-1900 AD). 

The sedimentologic observations indicate that the 
upper part of raised beach deposits may be removed 
by deflation until a protective stone pavement has 
formed. Great care should therefore be taken to exa
mine the possible effects of aeolian processes when 
the elevation of former beach deposits is used to 
establish Holocene isostacy and sea-level variation. 
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